FIXED UNDER VEHICLE SCANNER

ADUV2
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Under vehicle surveillance system mainly used to inspect the beneath part of a variety of vehicles. It
can quickly and accurately identify threats/ contraband/ smuggling of persons hiding at the bottom.
UVSS greatly improved vehicle safety inspection speed and accuracy, reduce investment in human
resources.

Applications:
1. Airports, prisons, customs and other government departments, and large public car park
entrance used to check vehicles entering and leaving prohibited items.
2. Events, exhibitions, etc. at it’s inlet and outlet for vehicle safety inspection.
3. For the security check, explosion, forces army inspection the bottom of vehicle.

System software:
1. B/W linear CCD scanning technology dynamically imaging (color optional);
2. chassis store or load time: <1 second;
3. image display mode: large format landscape;
4. chassis image storage format: Standard image formats BMP or JPEG;
5. language: English, can be customized;
6. display resolution: adapt to all kinds of resolution;
7. image data transfer interface: Network RJ45;
8. scene of the image : ≥1 road;
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9. image retrieval : can retrieve the vehicle and license plate images are stored by date, time,
license plate number and other information.
10. image resolution: 12000 × 6144
11. automatic image capture: When the vehicle in the speed 1-60km / h passing through vehicle
scanner, after passed the system displays the image in the 1S, when the vehicle is in the vehicle
image acquisition region waiting a moment then continue passing scanner display will show
complete image.
12. image automatic storage, delete functions: can save not less than 10,000 pictures, expired
automatically deleted.
13. image quality adjustment functions: can produce to the vehicle or the license plate image
saturation, contrast, balance, sharpening adjustment, and zooming, the magnitude of
enlargement of 16, can zoom to areas.

Control Equipment and Environmental Adaptability:
1. scan mode: linear scan, sense coil trigger;
2. vehicle speed: 1-60km / h, recommend ≤30km / h;
3. field of view angle: ≥170 °
4. image vertical resolution: 2048 pixel CCD;
5. scanner data line: 100 meters; (customizable length)
6. lighting components: four single seal LED surface light source; life: 50000h
7. underbody image scanner: an open wide field image capture technology vehicle design;
8. working voltage: DC24V;
9. system power supply: AC110-240V / 50-60Hz.
10. structural design: single seal design;
11. load: 50T
12. scanner Size: 1200 * 350 * 210mm
13. scanner Weight: 180kg
14. Ambient temperature: -20 degrees - +60 degrees
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15. equipment and working environment parameters display: built-in power supply box is
displayed on the LCD display of temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure and other
environmental parameters

System Host Server and Display:
1. Display: 22-inch TFT LCD
2. CPU: INTEL Core quad-core processor
3. the motherboard: special motherboard
4. Memory: DDR3, than 4GB
5. hard disk: 500G high-speed hard disk
6. graphics: DDR3, 192BIT discrete graphics card
7. Appearance: stainless steel composite materials
8. the working voltage: AC220V 50 / 60Hz
9. the working current: 3A
10. the working temperature: -20 ℃ ~ 60 ℃

License Plate Recognition System (Domestic Only):
1. standard 1-way license plate recognition module, optional extended to 2 or multiple;
2. single character recognition accuracy rate: ≥99%;
3. average recognition time: <20ms;
4. entire brand recognition accuracy rate: ≥95%
5. inclination angle of the license plate image permissible level: -10 to +10 degrees;
6. characters (excluding Chinese) recognition accuracy rate: ≥93%
7. video signal to noise ratio> 48db
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Configurations:
No.

Name

QTY

Main equipments

1

vehicle chassis system software

1 set

image analysis management software

2

vehicle scanning system image

1 set

vehicle chassis imaging device

1 set

control box, 10 meters sense coil (one

acquisition section
3

vehicle scanning system control box

way)

Under vehicle IO Controller
Power control and vehicle detector
4

LCD Monitor

1 set

Host PC, operation table

System cabinet
System Host
Plug-in type LCD Monitor(optional)
5

scenes monitoring system (optional)

Auxiliary Materials:
No.

Name

QTY

Specs

1

Cable for connection scanner

1pc

standard 10 m

1pc

standard 30 m

Markes

with control box
2

Cable for connection control
box with operation table

3

power cord of control box

1pc

standard 3.5m

4

Power cord of operation table

1pc

standard 3.5m

5

Tubing for scanner to control

1pc

50mm diameter galvanized

Prepared by end

steel pipe

user

box
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6

land construction

about 5-10 bag of cement,

Prepared by end

sand, 0.5-1 tons, digging and

user

plasterers, install the camera
position, it takes about few
das.
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